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Abstract— To design an automated Gas profile cutting 

machine for linear profile cutting of metallic sheets. Using 

automated gas profile cutting machine reduce the time 

required to perform the repetitive operation, which will 

reduce any human errors so as to increase accuracy and 

eliminate the need of skilled labour. In this paper purpose of 

gas cutting operation author has consider cutting sheets of 

metals generally of size 1500mmX1800mm with a depth of 

not more than 100mm. These metal sheets are used in 

foundry machine production. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cutting with the oxy-fuel process is just the opposite from 

of welding. Oxy-fuel cutting uses acetylene and oxygen to 

preheat metal to red hot and then uses pure oxygen to burn 

away the preheated metal. Because this is achieved by 

oxidation, it is only effective on metals that are easily 

oxidized at this temperature. Such metals are mild steel and 

low allow steels. Oxy-fuel cutting can be used to cut 

thicknesses from 2/8″ to up to 12″. CNC shape cutting 

machines are of two categories as small scale and large 

scale. In this paper small scale CNC shape cutting machines 

with oxy-fuel gas is discussed. Acetylene is especially used 

for high volume cutting and acetylene also provides quick 

pre heating. As acetylene has less heat in the outer flame 

than loiter cost gases like propane, acetylene is not a cost 

effective for cutting due to wide spread heat. So this gas is 

mostly used for cutting steel sheets.  Acetylene is the 

primary fuel for oxy-fuel cutting and is the fuel of choice for 

repair work and general cutting and cutting.  Acetylene 

when combined with oxygen burns at a temperature of 

3200 °C to 3500 °C (5800°F to 6300 °F), highest among 

commonly used gaseous fuels.  There are mainly three types 

of cutters that are used to cut the metal Flame cutter Plasma 

cutter and Laser cutter. 

The oxyfuel process is the most widely applied 

industrial thermal cutting process because it can cut 

thicknesses from 0.5mm to 250mm, the equipment is low 

cost and can be used manually or mechanized. There are 

several fuel gas and nozzle design options that can 

significantly enhance performance in terms of cut quality 

and cutting speed [1]. 

The quality of cut depends mainly on parameters 

like cutting speed, oxygen pressure, type of nozzle selected. 

The increase in cutting speed decreases the quality of the cut 

resulting in rounding of the bottom edge to some extent and 

also undercuts the edge which destroys the flatness. As the 

oxygen pressure goes up, the diameter of the stream 

increases comparatively faster than the increase in oxygen 

flow. This increases the width of cut and provides less 

oxygen to oxidize the steel which results in loss of quality. 

Smaller nozzles can be used to cut heavier thickness with 

dramatic reductions in speed with comparatively good 

quality[2,3,4] 

A jet of pure oxygen is then directed into the 

preheated area instigating a vigorous exothermic chemical 

reaction between the oxygen and the metal to form iron 

oxide or slag. The oxygen jet blows away the slag enabling 

the jet to pierce through the material and continue to cut 

through the material. There are four basic requirements for 

oxy-fuel cutting [5]. A jet of pure oxygen is then directed 

into the preheated area. This triggers a vigorous exothermic 

chemical reaction between the oxygen and the metal to form 

Iron Oxide or slag. The oxygen jet blows away the slag 

enabling the jet to pierce through the material and continue 

to cut the material [6]. The effect of cutting parameters on 

the surface quality was implementing by the experimental 

results obtained from cutting a non-Galvanized steel plate 

ASTM BN 1323 in different cutting parameters (cutting 

speed, preheat time, and plate thickness) followed by non-

destructive (hardness and roughness of a cutting surface) 

tests to investigate the quality control on the cut 

specimens[7]. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENT WORK  

 The need of a skilled labour during the operation is 

eliminated. 

 The time required to do the repetitive task is 

reduced hence production is increased. 

 Elimination of human errors thus resulting in better 

accuracy and increased precision. 

 Complex shapes can easily be formed. 

III. ATOMIZATION IN CUTTING MACHINE  

In this paper author convert the conventional cutting 

machine to automated CNC gas profile cutting machine. Use 

a ball screw is a mechanical linear actuator that translates 

rotational motion to linear motion with little friction. In 

contrast to conventional leadscrew, ball screws tend to be 

rather bulky, due to the need to have a mechanism to re-

circulate the balls. While reducing friction, ball screws can 

operate with some preload, effectively 

eliminating backlash (slop) between input (rotation) and 

output (Linear motion). This feature is essential when they 

are used in computer-controlled motion-control systems, 

The need for automation is handled because of the 

following reasons Automation facilitates efficient and 

detailed information through the use of mechanical aids like 

computers. Gentler handling, less product damage from 

transit and less chances of accidents. It ensures speedy 

recording. Processing and presenting of information. 

Increased volume of work, scarcity of time and the slow 

manual processes necessitate the introduction of automation. 

It facilitates better quality work by reducing errors which are 
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created on manual work.  Revolution in office has been 

brought by automation because increased volume of work is 

handled in a better manner with greater accuracy and speed 

because of automation. This process results in increased 

output. Automation increases the goodwill and reputation of 

the firm because it adds to the prestige and status symbol of 

the enterprise. 

IV. GENERAL CUTTING INFORMATION FOR CUTTING TORCH 

There is a wide variety of cutting tip styles and sizes 

available to suit various types of work. The thickness of the 

material to be cut generally governs the selection of the tip. 

The cutting oxygen pressure, cutting speed, and preheating 

intensity should be controlled to produce narrow, parallel 

sided kerfs. Cuts that are improperly made will produce 

ragged, irregular edges with adhering slag at the bottom of 

the plates. Table 1 display identifies cutting tip numbers, gas 

pressures, and hand-cutting speeds used for cutting mild 

steel up to 12 in. (304.8 mm) thick. 

Oxyacetylene 

Cutting 

Information Plate 

thickness (inches) 

Cutting 

tip (size 

number) 

Oxygen 

(psi) 

Fuel 

(psi) 

Hand 

cutting 

speed 

(inches 

per 

minute) 

¼ 0 30 3 16 to 18 

3/8 1 30 3 
14.5 to 

16.5 

½ 1 40 3 
12 to 

14.5 

¾ 2 40 3 
12 to 

14.5 

1 2 50 3 
8.5 to 

11.5 

1½ 3 45 3 6 to 7.5 

2 4 50 4 5.5 to 7 

3 5 45 4 5 to 6.5 

4 5 60 5 4 to 5 

5 6 50 5 
3.5 to 

4.5 

6 6 55 6 3 to 4 

8 7 60 6 
2.5 to 

3.5 

10 7 70 6 2 to 3 

12 8 70 6 1.5 to 2 

Table 1: display identifies cutting tip numbers, gas 

pressures, and hand-cutting speeds used for cutting mild 

steel up to 12 in. (304.8 mm) thick 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF PLC 

A programmable logic controller (PLC) or programmable 

controller is a digital computer used for automation of 

electromechanical processes, such as control of machinery 

on factory assembly lines, amusement rides, or light 

fixtures. PLCs are used in many industries and machines. 

The functionality of the PLC has evolved over the years to 

include sequential relay control, motion control, process 

control, distributed control systems and networking. The 

data handling, storage, processing power and 

communication capabilities of some modern PLCs are 

approximately equivalent to desktop computers. PLC-like 

programming combined with remote I/O hardware, allow a 

general-purpose desktop computer to overlap some PLCs in 

certain applications. PLC programs are typically written in a 

special application on a personal computer, and then 

downloaded by a direct-connection cable or over a network 

to the PLC. Under the IEC 61131-3 standard, PLCs can be 

programmed using standards-based programming languages. 

A graphical programming notation called Sequential 

Function Charts is available on certain programmable 

controllers. Initially most PLCs utilized Ladder Logic 

Diagram Programming, a model which emulated 

electromechanical control panel devices (such as the contact 

and coils of relays) which PLCs replaced. This model 

remains common today IEC 61131-3 currently defines five 

programming languages for programmable control systems: 

function block diagram (FBD), ladder diagram (LD), 

structured text (ST; similar to the Pascal programming 

language), instruction list (IL; similar to assembly language) 

and sequential function chart (SFC).These techniques 

emphasize logical organization of operations. We used a 

shown figure 1 SIEMENS S7-200 PLC [8, 9] to control the 

sequence of our storage/retrieval machine. It is a reliable, 

fast and flexible controller in the field of micro automation. 

Fig. 1: Siemens Simatic S7-200 PLC 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Based on standard parameters of cutting tip, 106HC 

standard tip for hand cutting and portable gas cutting for 

oxy-LPG gas certain graphs were plotted with the cutting 

thickness kept in the range of 0-100. 

Fig. 2: Torch cutting speed vs. thickness of sheet 

Figure 2 shows that when the thickness of sheet to 

be cut is increasing it cutting speed decreases. Figure 3 
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concluded that as the thickness of the sheet to be cut 

increases pressure of oxygen gas increases almost linearly 

while the pressure of LPG gas more or less remains the 

same. Figure 4 show that the thickness of the sheet to be cut 

increases the consumption of oxygen gas and LPG gas 

increases linearly. 

 

Fig. 3: Torch cutting pressure vs. thickness of sheet 

 

Fig. 4: Consumption of fuel gas, preheat oxygen and cutting 

oxygen vs. thickness of plate 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 Using the automated gas profile cutting machine can be 

cut of cutting metal sheets of 1800mmx1500mm with a 

thickness within the range of 6-100mm. 

 The industry for implementing automation at their 

premises on a larger scale with our design 

 Automated gas profile cutting machine give higher 

production rates, more organised storage of inventories, 

and ease of access at the same time. 
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